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Abstract

In this paper, we study one kind of vortex equations on complex vector bundles over almost

Hermitian manifolds and prove a Hitchin-Kobayashi type correspondence relating the existence

of solutions of these vortex equations to a certain stability condition.
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1 Introduction

Given a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact Kiffiler manifold M, the relation between the

existence of Hermitian-Einstein metrics and the stability condition is by now well understood

due to the work of Narasimhan-Seshadri, Kobayashi, Donaldson, Siu, Uhlenbeck-Yau and others

([131, [101, [11], 41, [151, 16])_ The generalization to Higgs bundles can be found in 7 and

[14]. Different to the Higgs bundles, Bradlow [1] 2 considers holomorphic vector bundles on

which additional data in the form of a prescribed holomorphic global section is given. Bradlow

investigated the following vortex equation

AFH - 0 (& O*H A/- 1 Id = 0, (1.1)
2 2

Here H is the curvature of the metric connection determined by OE and a Hermitian metric

H, is a holomorphic section of E, O*H is the adjoint of 0 with respect to metric H, and A is a

real number. This equation generalizes the Hermitian-Yang-Mills equation (which is recovered

by taking = and is the analgue of the classical Vortex equation over R2. In 21, Bradlow

had proved the equivalence between the existence of solutions of the above vortex equations and

the (Instability of holomorphic bundle by minimizing the so-called Donaldson functional.

Recently, de Bartolomeis and Tian 3]) investigated the stability of complex vector bundles

over almost complex manifolds, they introduced the concept of bundle almost structure (bacs)

J on principal bundles, defined J-stable complex vector bundles, and proved the existence of

Hermitian-Einstein metrics on J-stable complex vector bundle over compact almost Hermitian

regularized manifold. Inspired by this, we want to consider the vortex equations on complex

vector bundle over almost Hermitian manifolds.

Let (M, JM, g) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold. Given a complex

vector bundle (E, ) of rank r over M, we consider the principal GL(r, C)-bundle C(E of

complex fineax frames on E, and assign a bundle almost complex structure (bacs) J on C(E)

(which we will introduce in section two). By a proposition in [3](proposition 13), we can see

that bacs on C(E) axe in one-to-one correspondence with linear differential operators

6E AM (E) APq+'(E)

satisfying a-Leibnitz rule. We denote the set of the above differential operators by HE). When

M is a complex manifolds, we usually consider a holomorphic vector bundle E over M, and we

can define partial differentiation in the (0, 1) direction in a natural way, i.e. the (0, 1) derivative

of a local holomorphic section of E is defined to be zero ad the (0, 1) derivative of any smooth

section is defined by expressing it in terms of a local holomorphic basis and using the leibniz

rule of differentiating products. There is no natural way to define paxtial differentiation in the

(0, 1) direction when M equipped with not necessarily integrable almost complex structure, this

is the reason why we should assign a bacs) on C(E).
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We will assume that the complex vector bundle E has a fixed bundle almost complex struc-

ture (bacs J and assume further that E has a nontrivial J-holomorphic global section , i.e.,

satisfies

19EO = 0 (1.2)

where OE is the element of E) correspondence with the fixed bacs J. Let H be a Hermitian

metric on E by 3 we know there exists a unique type (1, 0) Hermitian connection which is

called the canonical Hermitian connection WH- Usually, H denotes the curvature form of the

canonical Hermitian connection. We now denote the KRhler form of the base manifold by i, and

let A Ql" --+ Q0 be the contraction AO) Our goal is to understand the necessaryM M
and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of the vortex equation (1.1) on complex

vector bundle E. Our main result is the following.

Main theorem Assume that E is a complex vector bundle over a compact almost Hermitian

regularized manifold M (i. e., whose Kdhler form satisfies 9077' = and assign a bundle

almost complex structure (bacs) J on the principal GL(r, C -bundle C(E). Let be a nontrivial

J-holomorphic section of E and suppose that (E, J, 0) is (J, , A) -stable for a real number A.

Then there exists a smooth Hermitian metric H such that the vortex equation 1.1) is satisfied,

i. e.
r- + -0 9 O.H

1AA1 1 1 AId = .
2 2

The plan of this paper is the following: in Section 2 we discuss the notion of bundle almost

complex structure (bacs), and give some estimates which will be used in the following sections;

in section 3 we give the definition of (J, , A)-stability, and prove that (J, 0, A)-stability is a

necessary condition for the existence of Hermitian metrics satisfying vortex equation (1.1) in

section 4 we give the proof of our main theorem. The proof of main theorem is by using the

heat equation method, and adapting the techniques which already appear in the literature on

the Hermitian Yang-Mills equation ([5], 14] 3 Let Ho be a fixed Hermitian metric on E,

consider the evolution equation

H-, d H 2 (,F_1 A.F�W 1 + -H A I d). (1.3)
dt 2 2

We prove that this evolution equation has a long time solution for ay initial metric Ho, and

show that the solution converges to a Hermitian metric satisfying the vortex equation (1.1),

unless a flag of weakly J-holomorphic sub-bundles is produced, thanks to the regularity results

in 3 we can show that there must exist one of which contradicts the stability assumption.
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2 Preliminary Results

Let (M, JM) be an m-dimensional almost complex manifold. A complex vector bundle (E, J)

of (complex) rank r over M is a real vector bundle E of rank 2r equipped with a section 

of End(E) such that j = -IdE. We denote the principal G(r, C)-bundle of complex linear

frames on E by C(E), thus E can also be seen as an associate bundle with standard fibre

Cr. Firstly, we will introduce the notion of bundle almost complex structure which has been

investigated by de Bartolomeis and Tian in 3.

Definition 21 A bundle almost complex structure (bacs) on C(E) is an almost complex

structure J on C(E) such that: (1), the bundle projection 7r : C(E) --+ M is (J, Jm) -holomo-rphic;

(2), J induces the standard integrable almost complex structure Js on the fibres; 3), L(r, C)

acts J-holomorphically on C(E).

B(C(E)) will denote the set of bacs on C(E). We can define

ypq (C(E) = L-'(Apq(E)), (2.1)

where L : 7(C(E)) --+ A*(E) is the standard isomorphism between tensorial Cr_Valued forms

on C(E) and E-valued forms on MQ9]), therefore we have

P(C(E) = Op+q=n7P,'(C(E)). (2.2)

It is easy to check that, if a bacs is assigned on C(E), then 2.2) corresponds precisely to the

induced decomposition.

Let k(C(E)) be the set of all linear differential operators

-9C(E) 7P,"(C(E)) --+ YPq+'(C(E))

satisfying the following 0-Leffinitz rule: for every f E C'(M) a E TP,17(C(E))

19C(E)7r*Ma =r*(,9Mf A a + 7r*M1QC(E)a-

one can check that the map J 4 Oj is a bisection between B(C(E)) and k(C(E)) ([31, proposition

1.3). On the other hand, kC(E)) is also in one-to-one correspondence with the set H'(E of

linear differential operators OE AM (E) --+ AM+I(E), satisfying the following 49-Leibnitz rule:

for every f E C-(M) a E AP,7(E)

,9E-7r* (f )a = M f A a f i9Ea.

This correspondence is obviously given by OE = L - L-1. If a bacs J is assigned on C(E),

one can define a linear differential operator OE : AM(E) --+ AP,7+'(E) in natural way, in fact,

aE=L-aj-L-1.
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Proposition 22 ([3]) The set B(C(E)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set H(E).

Definition 23 Let J E B(C(E)). Then a section e of E is said to be J-holomorphic if it

satisfies o9B = 0, where the differential operator DE is correspondence with J this is equivalence

to say that, if = -1(e) E Y(C(E)), then Oj = .

Definition 24 Let J E B(C(E)). Then a complex sub-bundle E' C E is said to be a
pq pq+lJ-holomorphic subbundle if 9E maps A (E') into A (E').

Definition 25 Let J E B(C(E)) A connection will be called type(l, 0), if it's connection

1-forms on C(E) satisfies: E V(C(E), gl(r, C), ad).

Let (C(E)) be the set of all connection 1-forms in C(E) which are of type(l, 0) withJ
respect to J. Given an E &(C(E)), it is easy to check that D : V(C(E)) -+ TC(E))J
splits as D = + 6j, also we have the splitting V = v + DE of the induced exterior covariant

differential operator; and the (1, 1) part of curvature form is F,,',,' bp ([31 Propositionl.8;

1.9).

Assume a Hermitian metric H is assigned on E and let UH(E) be the principal U(r)-bundle

of H-unitary frames on E, we have the following result:

Proposition 26 ([3]; proposition 21) There exists a unique connection on UH(E) such

that it's connection 1-form, when extended to a connection form on C(E) is of type (1, 0) with

respect to J E B(C(E)); this connection is called the canonical Hermitian connection.

Let ft : C(E) --+ L(r, C) be defined as following: If u = el.... e, el,..., jerb then

A(u = (H(ej, ek) - iH(ej, ek))1<i1k<r- Set

LOH = i-laift, (2.3)

it is just the canonical Hermitian connection 1-form correspondence with the metric structure

H. Let K be another Hermitian structure on E and let h = H1K) it is easy to check that:

WK = H + h-la,Hh. (2.4)

F,',, = FL,',' OE(h-10-Hh). (2.5)K H

We now suppose that the almost complex manifold M has a fixed Hermitian metric, with

Kdhler formq. The natural operator A f2l" --+ f2o is the contraction with 77.M M
Choose a local real normal coordinate X1,..., X2,) centered at the considered point po. Let

JM( a ig 9 ce,,3 2m.
,9xcl 19xO
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By directly calculating, we have

-v"--1A58f = 1'Lf + 1 1: J� "Jo, af (2.6)
2 2 ox- axly

at the considered point po. Let -2VC1-A6a, and V = m(gc'P( a m) 9 ), where

(910) is the inverse matrix of the metric matrix in local coordinates. Rom the above equality,

we have

Z' = Lf + (V, Vf (2.7)

for any f E C2(M).

In the following parts, we will assume that complex vector bundle E has a fixed bundle

almost complex structure (bacs) J, and be a nontrivial J-holomorphic section of E, then we

consider the following generalized Yang-Mills-Higgs functional.

Definition 27 We define the generalized Yang-Mills-Higgs functional

YMH.x A H) x no M, E) -- R

by

YMHA(AO = A112 2+ JIDA0112 2 1 110 0 O - Wdl 12 (2.8)
L L 4 L2

Here, using the Hermitian metric H on E we get identifications E Z:� E* and also E E* Zz�

End(E), A(H) denote connections on E that are compatible with H, O* is the adjoint of 0 taken

with respect to H and A is a eal parameter.

We have the following decomposition result for the above Yang-Mills-Higgs functional (also 2.

Proposition 28 Suppose that the Kdh1er form 7 satisfies d7n-1 = 0, then the functional

YMHA : A(H) x Q(M, E) -- R can be written as

YMH,,(AO = 411F 2 2 - 0112L2+ 11 \,f--lAF"' + LO 9 O - \ IdIl 2�W 1IL2+ 2118A A 2 L
+A f VI'--lTr(FA A 1[n-1] + f (n- 2 (2.9)

Here m] m and F,2 is the component of FA of type (0 2.�T A

If M is an almost Khhler manifold (i.e. d77 = 0), the last two terms in 2.9) do not depend

on the connection A. By Chern-Weil theorem, we known that they are determined by the

first Chern class and second Chern character of E respectively. An immediate corollary is the

following.
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Corollary 29 When M is an almost Khler manifold, the functional YMH,\ is bounded

below by

2-7rAC1 (E, w - 8-7r 2Ch2 (E,

and this lower bounded is attained at (A, E A(H) x SIO(M, E) if and only if

FO 2 = (2.10)
A

OA = ,

1 A
V ---1 A FA 2 2Id. (2.12)

The third equation generalizes the Hermitian-Yang-Mills equation (which is recovered by

taking = and is the analgue of the classical Vortex equation over R 2. For this reasons we

call the equation 2.12) the Hermitian Yang-Mills-Higgs or the Vortex equation.

The main purpose in this paper is to find a Hermitian metric H satisfying the Vortex equation

AJL'�Wl r-1 + A/-1Id = (2.13)
2 2

where H is the curvature form of the canonical metric connection wH. Let Ho be a Hermitian

metric on E. Consider a family of Hermitian metric H(t) on E with initial metric H(O = Ho.

Denote by WH(t) and H(t) the corresponding canonical metric connections and curvature forms,

denote h(t = H6-'H(t). When there is no confusion, we will omit the parameter t and simply

write H, WH, FH, h for H(t I wH(t I FH(t), h(t) respectively. The heat equation of 2.13 is

i9H - "II VI'---l *H VI'---l AId). (2.14)H-1 = _2v/'-l(AAL H - 0 9 
Ot 2 + 2

It is completely equivalent to the following evolution equation
-- - -1 - *HO h, 215)

-=_2V-lAOEaoh+2-v/-lA(.OEhh 9oh)-vf-l(AFoh+hAFo)+,\h-h.O(&O

where o9 = 9HO. We know that the above equation is a nonlinear parabolic equation, as in 4,

h(t) are self adjoint with respect to Ho for t > since h(O = Id. Discussing like that in 31 we

have

Proposition 210 Let H(t) be a solution of heat flow 2.14), be a J-holomorphic section

of E. Then

a " 1 *H 2 < 0. (2.16)A 1 AAL AIdjH
& 2 + 2
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Proof. By calculating directly, we have

Uj(AF�W' = gF(A.9E(h-1o9oh))
A5E(aH(h-',9h)) (2.17)
-2v" 1A.5E (,9H (AFH - O*H + --1 =Urd)).

2 2

0 (& O*H +For simplicity, we denote AH 2 2 AId = 0. By calculating directly, we have

\ 12 = 2-\/--1A5aftr0H-1j1HjH -Ii�H - aHOH-1�7H�0 H +00H-130HJ-2V-1Atr{,9aH6H (2.18)

-2-�/--1Atrj0H-15HNtHj

2Re(-2V1---1A60H0, 9)H + Re([2V----IAFHl, 0, 9)H + 21.9HO12 2E012H H'

On the other hand, it is easy to check the following formula,

Re(AF1,10 (& O*H + (& O*H "' = 21AFHO12

H AFH , AFH)H Hi

-v1-1 0 0 O*HRe(AF1,10 g O*H + &,0*HAF"'1 2 AId)) HH H

(1012 F1,I- A)Re 0, A H O)H,

Re(v/--10 9 0*-H(,\Id - 0 & O*H), AFH1)H = 1012 A)Re(-vr--10,AFH'-0)H,

O*H 0 0 O*H), 0 0 O*H))H 1012 (A 1012 2.Re vr--l 0 0 (Ald - V- (AId - H H
2 2

Using above formulas, we have

JAFH1 - 0 & O*H + 4 I\ M12N HZ-Z --
(& O*H + Id) 12 + 11 1(1012 111012

21VH(AFH 2 2 - Ao + 2AF
> 0.

0

Proposition 211 Let H(t) be a solution of heat flow 214) on M x [0,T), be a J-

holomorphic section of E. Then

a 2�)1012 1012 1012 - 21,9HO12 (2.19)5i H H H H'

Proof. By calculating directly, we have

8 w = o & o*H,
t H N Id)H

(0 & O*Hh-1 9h Id)H + 0 & 0*H(2,1--1AFH'), Id)HI
-((2,1--1AFH')0 9 0*H' Id)�,

(O 9 O*H(-O O*H + Ald - 2v/--IAF,"'.0 0*1I, Id),,,

and

,Z�1012 = 21,9HO12 - 2(/--lAF" I0 OH,H H H 7
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where we have used 5E = . Rom above equalities we have

( - \)1012 laH,012 O*H(-o (g O*H
H =-2 + (00 + Ald), Id) H

1,9H,012 (A _ 112 10122 H H-

0

Next, we will introduce the Donaldson's "distance" on the space of Hermitian metrics as
follows.

Definition 212 For any two He77nitian metrics H K on bundle E set

o-(H, K = TrH-1K + TrK-1H - 2rankE. (2.20)

It is obviously that o-(H, K) with equality if and only if H = K. The function a is

not quite a metric but it serves almost equally well in our problem. In paxticulax, a sequence

of metrics Hi converges to H in the usual CO topology if and only if Supmo,(Hi, H) i 0.

Denoting h = K-'H, applying -Vlr--lA to 2.5) and taking the trace in the bundle E, we have

1
Tr(,I---lh(AFH - AK) = -- ,7\Trh + Tr(-V----1A5Ehh-1,9Kh). (2.21)

2

Let H(t), K(t) be two solutions of Heat flow 2.14), Using the above formula, we have

- a o*K)
(,L 5Trh(t = 2Tr(--\1---1A.9Ehh-1aKh) + Tr(hO 9 O*H ho (2.22)

and

(A )Trh-1 (t = 2Tr(-vr---1A5Eh-1h,9Kh-') + Tr(h-10 & o*K - h-10 0 O*H). (2.23)

Let lei I be unitary basis with respect to metric K at the point under consideration, and suppose

that h(ei = Aej.

Tr(ho (& O*H - ho &,O*K + h-10 & O*K - h1,0 O*H)
= Tr((h - h-')o & O*K(h - Id))
= Er O*K(h - Id) ei), e)i=,((h h-')O 9 (2.24)

(Aj - 1) (Aj - A (0, e) K I'

1)2(,\ + 1)(Aj)-'j(0,ej)K 12

> .

Using the above formula and the facts([4], [15])

Tr(-V---IAOEhh-',9Kh) 0, Tr(-vf--1A(9Ekk-'aHk) 0, (2.25)

where k = h- = H 'K. We have

9



(A - c(Trh(t) + Trh-'(t))
= 2Tr(-v/---1A6Ehh-',9Kh) + 2Tr(-v/---1AOEh-'h0Hh-')
+Tr(hO 0 O`ff - hO 9 O*K + h-10 9 O*K - h-10 0 o*H)

> 0.

So we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 213 Let H(t), K(t) be two solutions of heat flow 2.14), then

a
-)o,(H(t), K(t)) 0- (2.26)
Ot

Corollary 214 Let H and K be two Hermitian metrics satisfy the Vortex equation 2.13),

then o-(H, K) satisfies:

2�o-(H, K) 0. (2.27)

Proposition 215 Let H(x, t) be a solution of heat flow 2.14) wth the initial metric Ho,

then

- 09
(A - 'H) + Tr(H-'HO I - 12v'---IAFH + 0 0 O*H - AdjH,,. (2.28)

Proof. Let h = H6-'H, applying 2.14) and 2.21), we have

(2� - a )Trh = Tr(2v/---lhAFH + ho &,O*H - Ah) + 2Tr(-V----IA0Ehh-'aoh). (2.29)5i
(7\ - )Trh-' =-Tr(2vf--lh-'AFH,+O(&,O*Hh-l-,\h-1)

N +2Tr(--,/--1A5Eh-1h,9Hh-1). (2.30)

Direct calculation shows that 51)

2(Trh)-'Tr(-v/'---1-A6Ehh-1aoh - (Trh)-21VTrhl2 > ,)-2 - (2.31)
2(Trh-')-'Tr(-vl---IAOEh-1h,9Hh-1) - (Trh-1 IVTrh-112 > .

Rom above two inequalities, it is easy to check

(Trh + Trh-')-'f -2v(--1A6Ehh-1aoh - 2'--1A5Eh-1haHh-1)
> (Trh + Trh-l)-21VTrh + VTrh-1 12. (2.32)

Then, we have

(A- 9lgfTrh+Trh-11
a 1)-2 12= (Trh + Trh-')- (A - q)fTrh + Trh-' - Trh + Trh- IVTrh + VTrh-'

= (Trh + Trh-')-'Tr(2v/'---lhAFH + &O 9 O*HO - Ah)
-(Trh + Trh-')-'Tr(2v'---lh-'AFH + 0 9 O*HOh-1 - Ah-1)
+ (Trh + Trh- 1) - (Tr (h - h- 1) 0 9 O*HO (h - Id))
+(Trh + Trh-1)-1j-2vr--1AOEhh-1aoh - 2V--1A5Eh-1h49Hh-1}
-(Trh + Trh-')-21VTrh + VTrh-'12

> -12v/'--lAFHO ,O 9 O*HO - AdjHO

10



where we have used formula 2.24) and 2.32).

Using 2.21), 2.31), 2.32), and discussing like that in the above proposition, we have

Proposition 216 Let H(x) and Ho(x) are two Hermitian metric, then

,LlgJTrH6-1H+TrH-1Ho} >-J2v/-__1AFHO+0(&0*HO-,\IdJHO (2.33)
-12vf--IAFH + (& O*H - -TdIH-

Corollary 217 Let H be an Hermitian metric satisfying the Vortex equation 2.13), and

Ho be a fixed Hermitian metric, then

,L IgITr(H6-'H) + Tr(H-'Ho)} - 12vf--lAFH, ,O &,O*HO - AIdJHO. (2.34)

At the end of this section, we use the Moser-iteration to deduce the following mean-value

inequality which will be used in the proof of main theorem. The major geometric-analytic

property of M which we are going to use is the Sobolev inequality on geodesic ball BR. Namely,

for anyO E C(B(R)), there exists a constant C, only dependent on the geometry of M around

B(R) such that
4M 27n�2 IVV)12.

2m-2 ) 2m - (2.35)
Ca 4 (R) V) < B(R)

Theorem 218 Suppose that nonnegative function f satisfies

Af -Bif, (2.36)

where is a positive constant. Let p > , then there exist constant B2 depending only on BI,

p and M such that

sup f B2( fp) P. (2.37)
B(R) B(R)

2

Proof. Setting < < rl R, and let be the cut-off function

W(x) 1; x E B(r2) (2.38)
0; x E B(R \ B(ri)

< Wx) and VVI < 2rl - r2)-I-

Let q p > 1. Multiplying fq-1W2 on both side of 2.36) and integrating by paxts we have

(q - 1) fB(R) f,-2�02JVfJ2 <-2fB(R)(V�01 Vpfq-1� + fB (R (VI Vf)fq-lV2

+BI fB(R) f q�02. (2.39)

1 1



Using Schwartz inequality and Young inequality, we have

IV(f-1�0)12 < I (IV12 )f qW2 + fqlV�012.
B(R) 2 - q - 2 B(R) + B B(R) (2.40)

Applying the Sobolev inequality 4.23) to f21 W, we get

(I fq 2m ) 2m�2 -2) f q.
B'2 2m-2 2 <QMpBlIVj)(1+(rj-r2) B(rj) (2.41)

Then, the standard Moser-iteration argument deduce 2.37) for p > 2 On the other hand a

general axgument in 121 (or 17, proposition 221) shows that p > case follows from p > 2.

Corollary 219 If nonnegative function f satisfies

Zf -B3 (2.42)

then there exists positive constants B4, B depending only on M and B3 such that

Ilf IIw B4(llf Ill B)- (2.43)

Proof. Letf'=f+B3,thenwehave,?�f'>-f'.Applyingthemeanvalueinequality

(2.37) to f', we can easily conclude the inequality 2.43).

0

3 (J, , A)-stability of complex vector bundle

Let M, JM, g) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold whose Kiihler form

satisfies OM77 = and (E, ) be a complex vector bundle of rank r over M. We assume

that complex vector bundle E has a fixed bundle almost complex structure (bacs) J, and assume

further that E has a nontrivial J-holomorphic global section , i.e., satisfies &E = . Let H

be a Hermitian metric on E, then we define the degree of E as follow:

i9eg(E = / (TrAF,1"),q1-J. (3.1)
2-7r fm

From the condition of Kiffiler form, we know that the above definition is independent of Her-

mitian metrics H. Let E' C E be a complex subbundle, using the Hermitian Codazzi-Mainardi

equation, we have the following proposition ([31, proposition 24):

Proposition 31 Let (E, J, H) be a Hermitian bundle, let E C E be a complex subbundle,

and let J E B(C(E)). Then the following facts are equivalent:

12



(1) E is a J-holomorphic subbundle;

(2), the orthogonal projection 7r E E' satisfies

(Id - r) o 0w-,&E-7 = 0. (3.2)

For further consideration, let us introduce the following class of objects F(J� ([3]) E E F(J)

if and only if

(1), there exists a closed subset c M with H2,,,-4(E < oo, such that EM\, is a

J-holomorphic subbundle of EJM\r

(2), for any x E E, and any local Jm-holomorphic curve C through x not contained in E,

E'JC_(.1 extends to C as subbundle

where H. denote the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure. If E E F(J�, it is easy to see that the

corresponding section 7r of E* 0 E is in L 2(End(E)). So it is possible to define the degree of E'

as follow([3], 141):

c9eg(E') (,/-___1Tr7rAAL" - J9E-gE7rJ')771_]' (3.3)
27r f H

and the slope, p(E'), is defined
IL E' = aeg(E') (3.4)

rankE"
where H is any Hermitian metric on E. By Codazzi-Mainaxdi equations, if E' is regular, it is

easy to check that this definition coincides with the one given in 3.1).

Definition 32 Let (E, J, 0) be a complex vector bundle with a fixed bundle almost complex

structure J and a nontrivial J-holomorphic section . Given a real number A, we say that E is

(J, , A)-stable if the following two conditions hold:

ti(E' < (M), for every E' E F(J�;47r
(2) ru(E)-r'jA(E1) > "01(m)r-r' 47r for every E' F(J� with < rankE = r < r such that . E E'

almost everywhere.

Next, we will show that the (J, 0, A)-stability is the necessary condition for the existence of

solutions of the Vortex equation 2.13). In fact, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 33 Let M, JM, g) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold

whose Kdh1er form satisfies 49MOM71" = and (E, ) be a complex vector bundle of rank

r over M. Let J E B(C(E)) be a fixed bundle almost complex structure, and be a nontrivial

J-holomorphic global section of E. Suppose that for a given real number A > , there exists a

Hermitian metric H satisfying the vortex equation

,,f--lA111+1000� -- AId=O. (3.5)
H 2 2
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Then either

(a), E, J, ) is (J, , )-stable,

or

(b), the bundle splits as E = E4, & E' into a direct sum of J-holomorphic subbundles, one of

which contains the section .

Proof. Let E E F(J� with < rankE = r < r, and let 7r be the corresponding section of

E* 9 E. Using 3.5), we have

,9eg(E') Ili f(v,'-_1Tr-7rAAv1 1 - j5,7rj2),q[-]
fM 1,7rO12 - 1 f 157r12 + ' r'AVol(M),

:PT H TF 47r

and so
AVOI(M) prO12 + 1_ 

+ fm H 27rr M47r 47rr' , 15.7r12. (3.6)

- 2 fConsequently, it follows that M(EI < wol(M), or J i7rl and M JrOJ2 are both zero. In the
4ir H

latter case, we know that r satisfying DH7r 0, so -7r is global regular and E splits E = E'(& E-L

J-holomorphically and is a section on E 

If E E' almost everywhere, directly calculating, we have

ry(E) -r'p(E) - 1 107r 1 2 AVol(M).
r - / = �7r( 7 47

It follows that rju(E)-r'p(E) AVOI(M) or E splits E = EO E So we have proved this theorem.
r-r' 47r

0

4 Proof of main theorem

In this section we will give a proof of main theorem using the heat equation method. Let

(M, JM, g) be a compact m-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold whose kiihler form satisfies

19MOM77-- = 0, and (E, ) be a complex vector bundle of rank r over M. We assume that

complex vector bundle E has a fixed bundle almost complex structure (bacs) J, and assume

further that E has a nontrivial J-holomorphic global section . Let Ho be the initial Hermitian

metric on E, then we consider the following evolution equation

I d II I 0 & OH - Ald)
H- TH = -2(v/-__1AAL"," 2 (4.1)
H(t) I t=o = Ho.

Firstly, we will prove that the above equation has a long-time solution; nextly, under the as-

sumption of stability, we will show that the solution converge to a Hermitian metric which we

need. The main points in the discussion axe similar with that in 3].

Rom formula 2-15), we know that the above equation is a nonlinear strictly parabolic

equation, so standard parabolic theory gives the short-time existence.

14



Proposition 41 For sufficiently small > the equation 41) have a smooth solution

defined for < t < .

Let H(t) be a solution of the evolution equation 4.1), and h(t = Hj-'H(t), then

I Tr c9h 
(Ig Trh)

Trh(-2,r--IAF,"' +AId) (4.2)
,:I-rh

< 2 A F,," -V -LO (& O*H + 'v - 'IdIH,
2 2

and similarly
a V__1.0 & O*H +

(IgTrh-' I 21AFH - '\Vr IdIH- (4.3)
2 2

Theorem 42 Suppose that a smooth solution Ht to the evolution equation 4.1) is defined

for < t < T. Then Ht converge in Co to some continuous non-degenerate metric HT as

t -- T.

Proof. Given > by continuity at t = we can find a such that

sup a Ht' Ht' < ,
M

for 0 < t, t < J. Then Proposition 213 and Maximum principle imply that

sup o, (Ht, Ht, < ,
M

for an te> T - . This implies that Ht axe uniformly Cauchy sequence and converge to a

continuous limiting metric HT. On the other hand, by proposition 210, we know that A r"'L-H

0 0O*H + \vl--' Idl H are bounded uniformly. Using formula 4.2) and 4.3), one can conclude2

that o,(H', Ho) are bounded uniformly, therefore H(T) is a non-degenerate metric.

0

Discussing like that in [; Lemma 19] or [8; Lemma 43.21, one can easily prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 43 Let H(t), 0 < t < T, be any one-parameter family of Hermitian metrics on

complex vector bundle E over almost Hermitian manifold M. If H(t) converges in Co topology

to some continuous metric HT as t --+ T, and if supm JAF�W 1 1 is bounded uniformly in t, then

H(t) are bounded in Cl,' (for < a < ) and also bounded in L' (for any < p < oo) uniformly2

in t.
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Theorem 44 Given any initial Hermitian metric Ho, then the evolution equation 41)
has a unique solution H(t) which exists for < t < oo.

Proof. Proposition 41 guarantees that a solution exists for a short time. Suppose that the

solution H(t) exists for < t < T. By theorem 42, H(t) converges in Co to a non-degenerate

continuous limit metric H(T) as t --+ t. From proposition 210 and the maximum principle, we
N -lo(& 0H +F11 'AIdli, is bounded independently of t. Moreover, fromconclude that A Fjyl

proposition 211, we have 19
- Z 1012 < 1012 1012

(5i H - H H-

Assume that 1012 attains its maximum on M x [0, T) at the point xo, to) with < to < T,H

xo E M.If 1 2 (xo, to) > A, then

5 _ L 1012 Xo, to) < .
H

This is contradicted with the maximum principle of the heat operator. Then 112 Must attainH

its maximum point at t = 0. So we have

1012 < MaXfSUp 112
H - M Ho, A}. (4.4)

Moreover, supm JAI,"," 12H is bounded independently of t. Hence by lemma 43, H(t) are bounded

in C1 and also bounded in L2 (for any < p < oo) uniformly in t. Since the evolution 2.15)

is quadratic in the first derivative of h we can apply Hamilton's method 6 to deduce that

H(t) --+ H(T) in C', and the solution can be continued past T. Then the evolution equation

(4.1) has a solution H(t) define for a time.

On the other hand, suppose that K(t) is another solution of equation 4.1), from proposition

2.13, we have C9

(A - - o(H(t), K(t)) 0,

and o-(H, K)lt=o = 0. By the maximum principle, we have

a(H(t), K(t)) =_ 0, i.e.H(t) =_ K(t).

So we have proved the the uniqueness of the solution.

El

Next, we will use the stability and discuss like that in 3 to deduce the existence of special

Hermitian metric which we need. We need to introduce some further machineries. Q21 3)

Let J E B(C(E)), and H be a fixed Hermitian metric on E. Let

SH (E) s E (M, End(E) I S*H = SI.

16



Given o E C' (R, R) and s E SH E). We define W(s) as follows. At each point x on M, chose

jejJ7 be an unitary basis with respect to metric H, such that s(ei = Ajej. Set:

w(s)(ei = i)ei. (4.5)

Given ID E C(R x RR), s E SH(E), p E 1(MEnd(E)). In a similar way, we define

,(D [s] (p) as follows. Let le!}7 1 be the dual basis for lei 1 1, then p E Q (M, End(E)) can be

written

p = Epije! ej.

Set:

4� [s] (p) E 4D (Ai, j)pij e! 9 e. (4.6)

If p E C (R, R), then we set

ifx 9 Y;
JW (X, ) X-Y I

V (X), ifx = Y.

For any s E SH(E), it is easy to check that

6W[SIPES) 19EV(S)- (4.7)

Define Donaldson's functional VH : SH(E) R as follows:

VH(s = 2 m (s, ,f ---1 A FH I'), 2 (S, 1/ 1A1OER[Sj(aHS)))H- (4.8)

Let be a prescribed section of E and let be a real number. We define a real value

functional as follows:

VOAH(8 = VH(S) + fm ((e - Id),O, O)H - A m Trs, (4.9)

and denote

M,6,,\ (H, K = VO,,\,H 109 H- 1 K), (4.10)

where H and K are Hermitian metrics on E.

Lemma 45 (1), Given r E SH (E) and s E SH, (E), we have:

Vo,,\, II (Io g ere' = O,,\,H (T) + VOAHe� (S); (4.11)

equivalently, if HI, H2, H3 are three Hermitian metrics on E, then

M.A,,\ (HI, H3 = MO,,\ (Hi, H2) + MO,,\ (H2, H3). (4.12)

(2), Let H(t = Hoh(t = Hoe'(t) be a family of Hermitian metrics on E, then

d dH + Ard).H. (4.13)W MO,, (Ho, H (t) = fm (H-1 dt , 2v� 1AFH

17



Proof. (1), It is easy to check that

((er e - d)0, O)H = ((e r- 1d)0, OH (e - I* O)He-, (4.14)

and

Tr (log e'e' = Tr (r) + Tr (s). (4.15)

On the other hand, the functional VH satisfies the formula 4.11) ([31, lemma 36), and so O,,\,,ff

clearly does too.

(2), Using formula 4.12), we only need to compute d MO,, (HO, H(t)) for t = 0. It is easy todt

check that

d dzt MO,, (Ho, H(t)) t=to I MO,, (Ho, H(to + 1)) 11=o
= NMOIA(Hto, H(to + 1)) 11=o,
=Jr z-ldH,,?Vr--lAF','+,0(9.0*-AId)Hlt=to-M %1A dt H

0

For further argument, we need the following proposition.

Proposition 46 3]; Theorem 02) Let M, JM, g), (N, JN, h) be two almost Hermitian

manifolds with dimRM = 2m, and assume there exists a bounded closed 2-form ci on N such

that a > uniformly. Let o : M N be a L1 -weakly (jM, JN) -holomorphic map. Then

there exists a closed subset C M with H2,n-4(E < +00, such that a is smooth on M \ ;

moreover, for any x E E, any local Jm-holomorphic curve C through x not contained in ,

oil extends smoothly to C.

Proof of main theorem: Let H(t = Hoh(t = Hoe'(') be a solution of equation 4.1) By

proposition 210, we known that supm 12-,,f-_1AFH1 + q6*H - AMI H is bounded independently

of t. From proposition 216, we have

,LlgfTrh+Trh-11 >-j2,/_-1AFH0+,0(&0*H0-AIdjH0 (4.16)

_ 12-,/- 1AFH + 9 0*" - AId1H

Using Corollary 219, there exists two constants Co and C, such that

11 lgjTrh + Trh-1111., Cj(fM lgjTrh + Trh-'} + Co). (4.17)

On the other hand, one can ceck that

lgj 1 (Trh + Trh-1)j ISIH,, = ISIH r-2 lg(Trh + Trh-1). (4.18)F
So there exist constants C > 0, C > such that, for every t E [0, +oo), we have:

11SWIl. C2 + C311SW111- (4.19)
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Now, there are two possibilities:

(1), There exists > such that, for every t E [0, +00),

IIS(t)II. < C-

(2), limsupt.. IIs(t)IIj = oo-

Assume we axe in case (1). Using the condition o9MOM71 = it is not hard to check that

fm(S, ' A10E("D[SI(19HS)))Hq

= fm(CSIPES), i9ES)HI71- - /-- f TrsH- [SI(19HS) H A (4.20)
= fM(*[SI(19ES), 9ES)HI71- - f-- f b(TrS2 A on--'2
= fM (T [SI PES), 9ES)H771-1 -

where 41 (x, y = 4) (y, x = e'-V-(X-Y)-l . For any . E SH(E), we have
(X-Y)!1

MO,,\(HoH) >-fmlsll2,f--lAFH"-,\Idli7l-1+2fM('F[SI(5ES),i9ES)Hq[-I
+f (4.21)

H Ho

Rom Ils(t) II,,,) < C4 for every t E [0, +oo), it follows that >- C > on the range of the s(t)'s;

so that

> C5110ES112
I OF [SI OE S), 0E S) H77 - 2- (4.22)

On the other hand, from theorem 44, we known that 101H(t) is bounded uniformly. Therefore,

there exists C > such that, for every t E [0 +0)

MO,, (Ho, H (t)) - C6. (4.23)

From 4.13), we have

d MO,, (Ho, H(t)) I2,1----1AFH" +000*H - AIdI2 (4.24)
dt I H-

By 4.21), 422), we known that II-9ESII2 and also 11,9EhII2 are uniformly bounded. Thus it

follows that, there exits a subsequences tj --+ oo, such that h(tj) weakly converges to h in

L2. By 4.23) and 4.24), we known that 2f---1-AF1,1 + (g O*H(j)I H(j - A weakly converges to

0 in L 2. Then, Lemma 43 and the standard elliptic regularity implies that h is smooth and

H,,, = Hoh,,,, satisfies the vortex equation 2.13).

Assume, from now on, we are in case 2). In particular, we can choose a sequence tj}� I

such that: t - oo and IIs(tj)IIj --+ oo. Let lj = IIs(tj)IIj and u = ls(tj), then

Ijuj II, = and IIuj II. C7 (4.25)

where C7 is a positive constant.
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Rom

ljN'[ljUj1(19EUj),19EUj) > (T[Uj1(19EUj),19EUj) (4.26)

and 4.21) 4.24), it follows that

fm (T[Uj1(1OEUj), OEUj)'q'- < C8-

Since IF > C > on the range of the u's, we obtain

II1OEUj II 9. (4.27)

Then, passing to a subsequence, uj converges weakly to u, in L2; clearly, u,, is nontrivial.

Moreover,

fm(U00 2/---lAF"l - AId) 2 f(1Q[u(,�](5Eu,,.), &Eu,,.)Ho 1
limj.. (fm (uj, 2VI- 1A - Ald) + 2 f ( [ujl ,OEuj),,OEuj))

< limj--+O I'jfM(s(j), 2v/---lAFHO - Ald) + 2 f(1Q[s(j)j(0Es(j)),,OEs(j)) (4.28)
2(j) _ 112 )I

+fM(IOIH HO

< limj, 1.7-1 MO,, (HO, H (tj) = .

In the same manner, if E C (R x R, R) satisfies E (x, y) (x - y) whenever x > y, then

fm (u,,,, 2,/--lAF,1,0 - Ald) 2 fm (49[u.] OEU.) DU. < . (4.29)

For ay smooth function f R --+ R, by formula 4.7), we have

OTrf (u,,,, = Tr(Jf [u,,,j(&Eu,,.)).

For any number N, we can find a smooth function R x R --+ R such that: f (x, x) Jf (x, x);

and N2 (X, y) :� (x - y) -' whenever x > y. Then

1;-,Tr(f (UOO))I1 ITr(j[u.j.9Pu.)I C9Ij[U'.j6EU.I2

(Nil [u.] (5Eu.), bEuo).

By 4.29), we have 2 C10

11 &Tr f (u.)) 11 2 -N- (4.30)

Since this holds for all N > , and Tr(f (u,,�)) is real valued, we get that Tr(f (u,,,�)) is constant

almost everywhere. This implies that the eigenvalues of u,"' are constant almost everywhere, so

we have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 47 The eigenvalues of u,, are constant almost everywhere.

Let Al,-, Al denote the distinct eigenvalues of the u,,", listed in ascending order. For j < 

define p : R --+ R to be a smooth positive function such that

Pj (X) 1. ifx < Aj, (4.31)
0 if x > A+1
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Define

7r = pj (U.) (4.32)

The same axgument in 2 position 310.2] or 3 proposition 46] can deduce the following

proposition.

Proposition 48 Let rj be as above for j < . Then

2 (SH (E));(1), -7r E Li

(2), 7r, = 7r = r,*';

(3), (Id - rj)5E-(&E(-7rj = almost everywhere;

Furthermore, if Aq 0 < Aq+l, i.e. Aq is the largest non-positive eigenvalue, then

(4), 1 (Id - .7rq) 2 = and2

(5), not all the eigenvalues of uw are positive.

Rom the above proposition, we known that r's ae L 2-weakly J-holomorphic subbundles1

and correspond to L 2-weakly J-holomorphic maps from (M, JM, g) to some Grassmann bundleI

Grp(E). If U C M is a sufficiently small domain, then r-1 can be equipped with a tamedOr

Symplectic structure just by approximating the standard Kdhler structure on U x Grp(C').

Therefore proposition 46 implies that 7rj E F(J).

Using all the notation of the above, write

U,, = AId - E(Aj+1 - j)7rj, (4.33)

j=1

where Vol (M), and denote
47r

1-1

Q(A) = rank(E)AI(IL(E - E(,\j+l - A)rank(7rj)(1z(7rj - (4.34)
j=1

Then

27rQ(� = f (um, v/_-_1AR1'1 Id) f (Aj+1 - A) 10-7rj I'0 2 j=1 (4.35)
fm(uw, �-_lAF01'1 - 'Id) f(E'-' (Aj+1 - y(5pj)2[U"�J(&U"�)' OU

i j=1

Since F,'-' (Aj+1 _ \j ) (5pj ) 2 (X, y) < X _ Y) - Ifor x > y, it follows by 4.29) that
j=1

Q(�) < . (4.36)

On the other hand, (J, 0, A)-stability deduce that Q(� > 0, so these conclude a contradiction.

In fact, by proposition 48, q 1, where Aq is the largest non-positive eigenvalue of u,"' So

there axe two cases to consider.
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(a). Suppose q i.e., all the eigenvalues axe non-positive. In this case, we have that

IA(E - A < and IL (7rj - A < for 1, 1 It follows immediately that

0 = rank(E)AI(IA(E - E(,\j+l - Aj)rank(7rj)(IL(7rj - � > ,

j=1

where we have used the fact that u,, is nontrivial.

(b). Suppose that q < . By proposition 48, we have E Im(7rq), and also E Im(7rj) for

j q. The stability implies that

-rank(7rj)(jL(7rj - > -rank(E)(IL(E -

for q j < . Thus

W ) = rank(E)AI(ti(E - Ej-=',(Aj+ - j)rank(?rj)(y(irj -
Aqr(p(E - E�_'(,\j+j - \)rank(7rj)(jt(7rj -

> .
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